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Westford Mill® introduces 15 new styles for Spring/Summer 2022 - a 
thoughtfully designed collection of eco-friendly products, curated with  
the conscious customer in mind.

Discover the timeless Revive collection; a blend of pre-consumer cotton waste 
and post-consumer recycled polyester, crafted and consciously dyed through a 
minimal process that helps reduce environmental impact, moving us towards a 
more sustainable future. This season, we’ve also introduced five new styles to 
our EarthAware® collection, with each organic cotton design ethically sourced 
and manufactured.

We’re proud to be planet-first at Westford Mill® but you can rest assured that 
will never mean comprise on style.

L O O K 
B O O K

WHERE ETHICAL MEETS PRACTICAL AND 
SUSTAINABILITY NEVER GOES OUT OF STYLE.
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https://beechfieldbrands.com/products/w818-earthawarer-organic-yoga-tote
https://beechfieldbrands.com/welcome-westford-mill


E A R T H A W A R E ®

COTTON ON TO  
THOUGHTFUL DESIGN

Retail-ready and with ample opportunity for decoration, 
the Westford Mill® product range provides the perfect 
opportunity to boost your brand’s eco credentials. This 
season, we’re expanding our EarthAware® collection by 
introducing 5 fresh new conscious styles. All designs 
are 100% GOTS-certified, made with premium organic 
cotton, which is heavyweight and kinder to the planet.  

From timeless classics to products designed to meet 
modern-day needs, we’ve got style and sustainability 
covered in equal measure. 

 
W E S T F O R D M I L L . C O M
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https://beechfieldbrands.com/products/w880-earthawarer-organic-rucksack


W690
EARTHAWARE®  
ORGANIC BOAT BAG

This reliable tote design benefits from premium, hardwearing 
fabric that is also eco-conscious. Signature contrast striped 
handles made from soft cotton webbing, bring optimum 
comfort and a choice of five diverse colourways.

W881
EARTHAWARE®  
ORGANIC MINI RUCKSACK

As an adaptation of our W880 EarthAware® Organic 
Rucksack, the W881 offers the same eco-conscious 
credentials, in a more compact silhouette.

W880
EARTHAWARE®  
ORGANIC RUCKSACK

This soft, unstructured style is the perfect size for 
carrying all the essentials, featuring a rope drawcord 
closure and fold over flap with press stud fastening,  
for added peace of mind. 
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W816
EARTHAWARE® ORGANIC YOGA MAT BAG

The W816 is the perfect example of sustainability and 
practicality combined.  The rope drawcord closure keeps your 
contents secure, while an extendable webbing shoulder strap 
provides maximum comfort.

W818
EARTHAWARE® ORGANIC YOGA TOTE

Modern-day living calls for multifunctional design. 
Spacious, durable and with its external, easy-access  
yoga mat sleeve, the W818 is ideal for carrying all  
of your yoga essentials. 
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W696
OVERSIZED CANVAS TOTE BAG

Taking a classic tote bag and supersizing it creates this 
modern, oversized design with extra-large capacity - the 
perfect bag for day trips or a big statement. The W696 is 
available in a choice of core colourways, each made from 
a durable heavyweight 100% cotton canvas.
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https://beechfieldbrands.com/products/w696-oversized-canvas-tote-bag
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H O M E
Sustainable styling doesn’t stop at personal  
accessories, it extends through life and the home. With 
the organisation trend showing no signs of slowing down  
any time soon, we’re introducing a brand-new product to 
our collection of all-natural storage solutions for 2022. 

This season brings with it the W574 Canvas Storage Tub 
- a simple but versatile 100% cotton canvas tub that is 
durable and diverse. From nurseries and home offices to 
kitchen cupboards and car boots, products in this range 
will make themselves right at home. Modern must-haves 
with an eco-friendly ethos. 

CONSCIOUS-STYLE  
STARTS AT HOME
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https://beechfieldbrands.com/products/w574-canvas-storage-tub


W574
CANVAS STORAGE TUB

Simple, effective and multipurpose, the W574 is made 
from 100% premium cotton canvas and available in 3 sizes 
making it a versatile solution for all of your storage needs. 
Designed to help keep any home or office organised.

W701
TEA TOWEL

Tea towels are the perfect blank canvas on which  
to create bespoke designs for your brand. Available  
in a range of soft neutral colourways, it also features  
a handy loop suitable for hanging in the home.

W362
FAIRTRADE COTTON  
JUNIOR CRAFT APRON

Whether you’re home baking or getting messy with crafts, 
this simple and ethical design is the perfect surface for 
individual personalisation or volume branding.
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R E C Y C L E D
Westford Mill®’s recycled cotton is made from  
100% pre-consumer materials, minimising our impact  
on the environment by giving a new lease of life to scrap  
waste. This season, we introduce our Recycled collection, 
making sustainable choices easier than ever. 

All of our GRS-certified designs are super versatile and 
multi-purpose, making each and every one a style staple 
for the conscious consumer.
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WHERE SUSTAINABILITY  
IS ALWAYS IN STYLE
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https://beechfieldbrands.com/products/w925-recycled-cotton-maxi-tote


W901
RECYCLED COTTON TOTE  

With all the multi-purpose properties of a classic tote 
bag, the W901 is the perfect way to make any accessory 
collection more sustainable. Made from 100% GRS-
certified pre-consumer recycled cotton.

W910
RECYCLED COTTON GYMSAC  

The W910 is the perfect way to make any accessory 
collection more sustainable. Made from 100% pre-consumer 
recycled cotton, this GRS-certified style is available in a 
choice of two core colourways: Black and Natural. 
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W915
RECYCLED COTTON STUFF BAG

This multi-purpose, recycled cotton stuff bag comes in 
an assortment of six different sizes, from XXS to XL. With 
6 sizes to choose from, they lend themselves perfectly to 
gifting, weddings or simply a conscious storage solution. 

W925
RECYCLED COTTON MAXI TOTE

This soft-touch supersize tote is a versatile and  
eco-friendly addition to any accessory collection,  
it’s ‘Maxi’ surface also provides generous space  
for decoration. 
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R E V I V E
The Revive collection from Westford Mill® is a blend of 
pre-consumer cotton waste and post-consumer recycled 
polyester, crafted and consciously dyed through a 
minimal process that helps reduce environmental impact 
and carry us towards a more sustainable future. 

The process also gives each thoughtful design its own 
unique finish, making for planet-friendly styling that’s 
truly one-of-a-kind. 
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WHERE FABRIC IS  
A FORCE OF NATURE
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https://beechfieldbrands.com/products/w961-revive-recycled-tote


W961
REVIVE RECYCLED TOTE

The W961 is a timeless style, perfect  
for everyday use, paving the way for  
in an eco-conscious future.  

W960
REVIVE RECYCLED GYMSAC

No bag collection is truly complete without a simple 
but versatile gymsac - an accessory staple, from sports 
classes to outdoor adventures. The W960 provides an 
eco-conscious alternative to other gymsacs. The fabric 
used to craft one of these bags is equivalent to around 
2.5 post-consumer plastic bottles.
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W966
REVIVE RECYCLED STUFF BAG

This versatile cotton stuff bag comes in a choice of 
four different sizes and two versatile colourways. Each 
features a classic drawcord closure for simple but 
effective sustainable storage. 

W965
REVIVE RECYCLED MAXI TOTE  

This extra-large take on the classic tote is as functional as it 
is eco-conscious.  With its 18 litre capacity, the W965 is the 
perfect multi-purpose companion for commutes, day trips or 
shopping on the go. With generous surface, decorating this 
Maxi Tote couldn’t be easier.  
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